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TAT A F 

useful Improvements in Coatings for Elec- 
tric Lamps,. of which the following is a 
specification. 

- Hy h~eHIai0~1 relates tfo compositions of 
20 maQBor md &o metl~ods of spplymg a super- 

$cia% cmtiahg $Q s glws surface, more psr- 
t ~ e d a r l y  to lbzlnp bulbs although glass re- 
Bwbw, windows and such surfaces are in- 

- ~ h d ~ d .  
18 Heretofore, mperfidal coatings w'hich 

hsve h n  applied b glass surfaces have not 
bwaa permanent. I f  applied to a lamp bulb, 
tihe mating would fade, burn or evaporate 

, - very quickly. These matmg materials were 
20 e a d y  scr~tbdxd and marred.  oreo over, 

such cogtings when dirty, could not be sat- 
iafacbrily washed. 

With the coatings sf my invention ap- 
- plied mording to my method, a superficial 
25 coating applied to any glass surface is prac- 

tically permanent. It will resist practically 
any mechanical abrasion likely to be en- 
combered in service and can be scratched 
or scraped only by deliberate effork with a 
sharp knife or similar tool. It will not 
chip off and repeated tests have shown it 
to be proof against deterioration by acid 
fumes. The coatad surface may be washed 
in boilin wakr  without damage to the 

35 coating. %en when applied to lamp bulbs, 
the coating will not discolor or fade. 
H secure these advantages by using inor- 

ganic ingredients which are rendered im- 
pervious to water. By proper applicatiou 

4 h f  the composition a coating is produced on 
the glass surface which is smooth and su 
4 w  not readily catch dirt. I n m u c h  as 
t h ~  mating is readily applied, various de- 
signs may be easily produced by m a n s  
ththemof upon lamp bulbs, glass reflectors and 
other such glass surfaces. 

My invention may be more fully under- 
stood by referring to the accompanying 
drewing in which Fig. 1 is a lamp which 

bE3D has a coating applied to &he b w 8  thereof 
amording to my invention; Pig. 2 is a lamp 
whose bulb is completely coated; and Pig. 
8 is a glass . . mflector having a mating of 
my composition. 

For the composition of an 

Dammar varnish made very thin by the 
addition of turpentine. 

According to one method of pse aration, laa 
which I have found efficacious, d x t u r e  A 
is ground in a ball-mill from eight to kwelve 
hours in order to produce a very finely di- 
vided mixture. Care should be exercised to 
avoid impurities in the mixture. Soilium 7B 
silicate absorbs wakr  until it become flaky 
and so i t  is advantageous to ba1LPnill G x -  
ture A without the sodium silicate, or a t  
least, with only a portion of the silicate. 
The proper amount may be added after the 80 
ball-milling, or  a few minutes before the 
ball-milling is completed. Mixture h de- 
teriorates and should always be used fresh. 
Large quantities may be ball-milled without 
the sodium silicate and the latter may be B5 
added just before using. The amount of 
water used depends upon the specific grav- 
ity of the sodium silicate and may even be 
dispensed with if the specific gravity of the 
silicate is sufficiently low. QO 

Mixture A is sprayed upon the glass sur- 
face with an air-brush or may be painted 
on with a fine-hair brush. After a few 
minutes the coating becomes very hard and 
adheres so firmly that i t  is difficult to scrape @f~ 
off wibh. a knife. Mixture B is then ap- 
plied with a fine-hair brush and is wiped 
off immediately with a clean cloth or &he 
surface may be dipped into Mixture B and 
wipe off. The purpose of Mixture B is to 10" 
prerent the flaking of sodium silicate by 
preventing i t  from absorbing moisture. 
The varnish coat should be very thin and 
the thinness will depend upon the method 
of application. 
ihn opal coating produced by the succes- 

sive application to a lamp of Nistures 
and B as shown in Pig. 1 produces a very 
dense light-transmitting and highly reflwt- 
ing covering for &he bowl of the lamp. Less 31" 



light is tknsmitted by the opal coating 
than would necessarily have to be trans- 
mitted if the lamp bulb itself were made of 

~ opal glass since the opal coating acts also 
+; ob reflector to re-direct the light out 

through the clear glass portion of the lamp 
bulb while the only light given off by a. 
lamp with an opal-glass bulb must come 
through the opal-glass which: therefore can- 

10 not be very dense. An advantage of a dense 
coating on the bowl of a lamp bulb is that 
it reduces the direct glare of the lamp. I n  
this respect the bowl-coated lamp IS far  
superior to the bowl-frosted lamp. The 

16   pal coating may be applied to any portion 
of the surface of the lamp to produce anv 
similar effect desired by the operator. 

When a heavy coating of Mixture A cov- 
ered with Mixture B is placed on the bowl 

20 of an incandescent lamp, the lamp may be 
used in an open reflector with practically no 
direct glare. When such a lamp as shown in 
Fig. 1 is used with an open reflector, the 
lower part of the lamp becomes virtually 

25 a, semi-direct bowl which serves the same 

The portion of the glass surface to be 
tinted IS sand-blasted and Mixture C is 
rubbed on and the surface quickly mi ed 
off with a dry cloth. As soon as dry, ?:Ex- 55 
ture I3 is applied as before. This tinted 
superficial coating is substantially smooth 
and does not catch dirt although it may 
easily be cleaned with hot or  cold water 
without injury. Various designs may be 60 
placed upon the glass surface by removing 
with acid the desired ~ortions of the Mix- 
ture C coating before 'M ixture B has been 
applied or by other means. 

It is obvious that in Mixture A, other 6; 
white pigments besides zinc oxides may be 
used and it is also obvious that various in- 
soluble coloring media can be .used to pro- 
duce tints. French chalk is only one form 
of hydrous magnesium silicate and any other 70 
form may be used successfully. The pro- 
portions of Mixtures A and C may be sub- 
stantially varied to suit the needs or desires 
of the operator without impairing the 
qualities of the resultant coating. 75 

What I claim as new and desire to secure 
burpose as is being accomplished at present by Letters Patent of the United States is:- 
by the use of the opal cap, that is, the sur- 1. An incandescent lamp having a coating 
face of the costing in contact with the glass thereon comprising a composition of matter 
of the lamp bulb acts as a reflecting surface containing sodium silicate, taIc and an in- so 
to re-direct the light rays toward the reflec- soluble coloring medium covered by a thin 
tor. However, the superficial coating of my Elm of varnish. 
invention has the advantages over the opal 2. An incandescent lamp having thereon 
cap that i t  is cheap, is unaffected by dirt, a coating comprising an alkaline silicate and 
and is permanently attached to the lamp in a hydrous insoluble earthy silicate. 85 

the proper relation thereto. 3. S n  incandescent lamp having thereon 
While the superficial coating of my in- a coating comprising an alkaline silicate and 

vention as set forth in Mixture A is suit- talc- 
able for a heavy opal costing when applied 4- An incandescent lamp having thereon a 
as desired, for tinted lamps 1 apply a thinner coating conlprising sodium silicate, talc and 90 

mixture in a different manner. a metallic oxide. 
For a yellow tint I use the following mix- 5 .  An electric lamp comprising a bulbhav- 

ture : ing thereon a coating comprising an allra- 
Mixture C. line silicate and a hydrous insoluble earthy 

silicate. 95 
(Proportions by weight.) 6. An electric lamp comprising a bulb 

French chalk or talc ------------------- 26 having a coating comprising so- 
Burnt sienna (dry) ------------------- 13 dium silicate and a hydrous insoluble earthy 
Sodium silicate (sp. gr. 1.365) -------- 37 
Water ............................... 24 I n  witness whereof I have hereunto set 

my hand this 3rd lay of November, 1919. 
This mixture is prepared similarlv to Mix- - - 
ture A. MATT LUCKIESH, 


